Youtube space odyssey

Cue up Richard Strauss ' 'Also Sprach' and the enchanting wailing sirens, because it sure looks
like Stanley Kubrick 's classic SciFi flick is coming to life A sleek metallic monolith was
discovered last week in the middle of freakin' nowhere -- an incredibly remote area in the
southeastern part of the state, according to officials at the Utah Department of Public Safety
Aero Bureau. Of course, that instantly reminded them and everyone else of " A Space Odyssey"
-- which featured a similar monolith as a crucial part of the plot. The government officials found
it while they were helicoptering over the land to count bighorn sheep no, they weren't suffering
insomnia when someone spotted the monolith down below. The object -- which is estimated to
be anywhere from 10 to 12 feet tall -- is said to have been "installed" in the red rock ground
Now, before you go jumping to alien theories In fact, they go so far as to scold whoever
might've done it because it's illegal. Still, they can't find a culprit. We know what you're thinking,
but officials aren't giving away the monolith's exact location because they fear people will come
out searching for it, and get lost Got a tip? TMZ Live. TMZ Sports. Hannah Brown vs. Heather
Martin Who'd You Rather?! Farrow' a 'Hatchet Job'. Utah Department of Public Safety. Killer
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buried beneath the Lunar surface, mankind sets off on a quest to find its origins with help from
intelligent supercomputer H. Sometime in the distant past, someone or something nudged
evolution by placing a monolith on Earth presumably elsewhere throughout the universe as
well. Evolution then enabled humankind to reach the moon's surface, where yet another
monolith is found, one that signals the monolith placers that humankind has evolved that far.
Now a race begins between computers HAL and human Bowman to reach the monolith placers.
The winner will achieve the next step in evolution, whatever that may be. A black monolith has
an affect on humans, the monolith's effects focusing on two specific time periods. The first
period is four million years ago, at the dawn of man. After the appearance of the monolith, the
ape men begin to display behavior unknown before then. The second period is the near future,
in the year There are five astronauts aboard Discovery One, which is on a mission to Jupiter. At
the beginning of the mission, the reason for it is unknown to the five astronauts. Three of the
astronauts are in hibernation at the start of the mission to preserve the manpower over its entire
course, leaving mission commander Dr. Dave Bowman and Dr. Frank Poole as the two manning
the spacecraft. There is another what is often considered "sixth" astronaut on board, HAL referred to simply as Hal - the artificial intelligent computer which controls all of the craft's
functions, including the systems keeping the three hibernating astronauts alive. Hal is made all
the more astronaut-like as it is given an artificial voice, Hal and the astronauts often having
conversations. A series computer is considered infallible, any error one has ever made being
human caused. Ultimately, Bowman and Poole believe that Hal is malfunctioning, they are
unaware that Hal's behavior is due to knowledge of classified information it has about events at
Clavius, a lunar outpost, eighteen months earlier. However, the issue between the astronauts
and Hal becomes a fight for survival. The mission in its entirety has profound consequences for
the human race. This movie is concerned with intelligence as the division between animal and
human, then asks a question: what is the next division? Technology is treated as irrelevant to
the quest--literally serving as mere vehicles for the human crew and as a shell for the immature
HAL entity. Story told as a montage of impressions, music, and impressive and careful attention
to subliminal detail. A very influential film and still a class act, even after 25 years. When a large
black monolith is found beneath the surface of the moon, the reaction immediately is that it was
intentionally buried. When the point of origin is confirmed as Jupiter, an expedition is sent in
hopes of finding the source. When Dr. David Bowman discovers faults in the expeditionary
spacecraft's communications system, he discovers more than he ever wanted to know. The
monoliths have been watching us. They gave humankind the evolutionary kick in the pants it
needed to survive at the Dawn of Time. In , humankind discovered a second monolith on the
moon. Now, in the year , the S. Sign In. Edit A Space Odyssey Jump to: Summaries 6 Synopsis
1. The synopsis below may give away important plot points. Edit page. Looking forwards
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There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. A note to some of these
reviewers: the 70mm presentation that played this summer was not a restoration at all, and is
not representative of what will be on this new 4K Blu ray. The 70mm run was a
"non-restoration", a new print from the negative with zero digital bells and whistles and

cleaning. If you didn't like what you saw, it's not because of anything Christopher Nolan did, it's
just that you watched a new print of a 50 year old negative of a film that you're accustomed to
seeing with slight variations in color from other masters that have been struck over the years,
whether on VHS, DVD, or even the Blu Ray from It's a new digital remaster. If you were lucky
enough to have seen a 70mm screening, you'll have seen that the negative has been VERY well
cared for, and isn't in need of "restoration", only some cleanup and, well, remastering for 4k
hdtv. Verified Purchase. There are countless reviews of the film itself. These comments apply
only to the newly released 4K version. The audio is as good as it could be, having been
recorded with the technology that was available 50 years ago. The music is tremendously
important to the movie, and they did their best with it. As I recall from seeing it in theaters in ,
there was an attempt at surround sound, previously unheard of. The sound is almost as good as
some modern films, but nothing like the really great ones that take full advantage of Atmos or
DTS:X. From my recent experiences with 4K discs, I believe that Dolby Vision is much better
than HDR, even though there is probably no technical reason for that. So far, every Dolby Vision
movie I have seen has seemed very realistic, while HDR is often kind of "excessive" looking.
Here, it appears that they tried their best to re-create the film experience, not enhance it. The
light of outer space is naturally very harsh and contrastly. Interior scenes of space stations and
ships are very bright and uniformly lighted as one would expect them to be. This was
understood when shooting the film. The video faithfully re-creates it. Film artifacts appear from
time to time, mostly as graininess in the bright scenes. This, to me, is better than trying to
smooth it out, leading to an unnatural look. Fortunately there was no CGI back then. Models
were constructed and sets built. These had to look good on film when projected on a huge
screen. Therefore, they still look good today. Some movies with crude CGI made much more
recently are already looking outdated in 4K. And outer space is truly black with very bright
stars, just as it should be. Well worth buying again, even if you already have it in HD. I have
seen this movie more times than any other film, ever. There is a new 4K enhanced release that
made first delivered into consumer hands at Christmas 3. The almost reviews here are for
previous versions 4. If you like this print will leave you speechless 6. Images in this review.
Okay so the movie is great and deserves 5 stars. Why is this review 3 stars? Well, WB again
completely messed up the digital copy. It seems the only way to watch in 4K is with the disc.
They did a great job, especially with Dolby Vision. Also, in true Amazon style - the description
shows the 4K version has 3 discs. The 4K disc and the blu ray. Movies will port over to your
connected retailers in the same format UHD or next best, that the retailers offer. After taking a
look, it does appear that the retailers are only offering the SD or HD versions at this time. If they
upgrade in the future, your copies with them should reflect that. Whatever than means. Also - I
read reviews from folk who got 3 discs. By Amazon Customer on October 28, See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Translate review to English.
Diese Sorte Film ist so speziell, dass man es entweder mag oder gar nichts damit anfangen
kann. Ich sage das komplett wertfrei und keinesfalls herablassend. Arthur C. Ich betrachte es
immer so: Die Menschen haben schon immer in den Himmel geschaut und auch nicht wirklich
verstanden, was um sie herum so alles passiert, aber dennoch Ehrfurcht vor den Gewalten der
Natur gehabt. One of the classics of cinema - let alone science fiction - which looks
breathtaking in p. Both visuals and sound are fantastic and the film's attention to detail really
shines. Not every part of it is aging well 50 years on, but it's incredible how current the Artificial
Intelligence, commercial space travel and other aspects feel in the 21st century. It's long,
moderately paced and sometimes obtuse, but that's part of what makes this film what it is. A
true classic of design and film-making. You'll either love this film or hate it. I love it. I don't
understand it at all but I love it. My concern with Blu-ray films is always the quality of the
transfer. Some Blu-Rays look like they came from a VHS master and if you're buying you want it
to be the best it can be. This is the best it can be. The print is beautiful and lets you see those
wonderful images in amazing quality. Lights off, biggest screen you can find and settle down.
Well worth a purchase if you enjoy the film. Report abuse. Clarke's definitive novel. Conceived
as a book and a film simultaneously, it charts the progress of mankind from cave-dwelling apes
to space travel and beyond, each stage heralded by a mysterious alien artefact, the Black
Monolith. Almost half a century has past since it was made, and for a move that attempted to
depict space travel BEFORE man had even set foot on the moon, it's astoundingly accurate and
realistic. No wonder George Lucas used the effects team headed by Doug Trumbull and others,
to work on Star Wars some years later. Regarding the lack of dialogue in most of the film,
Kubrick says: "It's not a message I ever intended to convey in words. I tried to create a visual
experience, one that bypasses verbalized pigeonholing and directly penetrates the
subconscious with an emotional and philosophic content. I intended the film to be an intensely
subjective experience that reaches the viewer at an inner level of consciousness, just as music

does You're free to speculate as you wish about the philosophical and allegorical meaning of
the film and such speculation is one indication that it has succeeded in gripping the audience at
a deep level but I don't want to spell out a verbal road map for that every viewer will feel
obligated to pursue or else fear he's missed the point. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
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selected the films they're most excited to see in Have you added these movies to your
Watchlist? Browse our picks. Check out our gallery of the Golden Globe nominees in the
leading and supporting acting categories, as the characters they so brilliantly played and in real
life. See the full gallery. Search for " A Space Odyssey " on Amazon. Title: A Space Odyssey Are
you up to speed on the film icon's style? Watch the video. Sometime in the distant past,
someone or something nudged evolution by placing a monolith on Earth presumably elsewhere
throughout the universe as well. Evolution then enabled humankind to reach the moon's
surface, where yet another monolith is found, one that signals the monolith placers that
humankind has evolved that far. Now a race begins between computers HAL and human
Bowman to reach the monolith placers. The winner will achieve the next step in evolution,
whatever that may be. Written by Larry Cousins. Mankind's Self awakening is the theme of " A
Space Odyssey", a process that unfolds along a space-time continuum. We "see" our primordial
past, and we "infer" a cosmic future. The powers of intuition thus become the doors of
perception, in our ongoing collective journey. From this transcendental perspective, a
conventional, egocentric plot seems superfluous. Our frenzied conflicts and self-important
dialogue are consumed in evolutionary change, and are irrelevant in a cosmos that is vast
beyond comprehension. It's a tough lesson for a vain and aggressive species. Not surprising
then that some of us huff and puff about the film's slowness and minimal story. For perceptive
viewers, the remuneration is an inspirational sense of wonder and awe. In this film, which is
mostly visual, geometric symbols guide our intuition. Circles and arcs represent nature. Right
angles represent conscious intelligence. Some people think the sleek, black monolith is a Von
Neumann probe. Without doubt, the monolith is a visual metaphor for an extraterrestrial
intelligence whose physical form is never shown. Mystery is more profound than explanation.
The cinematography is out-of-this-world, the special and visual effects are breathtaking, and the
classical music is sublime. I rarely use the word "masterpiece" to describe a movie. Sign In. Get
a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your
friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs.
Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings.
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Alternate Versions. Rate This. After discovering a mysterious artifact buried beneath the Lunar
surface, mankind sets off on a quest to find its origins with help from intelligent supercomputer
H. Director: Stanley Kubrick. Writers: Stanley Kubrick screenplay by , Arthur C. Clarke
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Robert Beatty Ralph Halvorsen Sean Sullivan Bill Michaels Douglas Rain HAL voice Frank Miller
Mission Controller voice Bill Weston Astronaut Ed Bishop Astronaut Alan Gifford Poole's Father
Ann Gillis Edit Storyline "" is a story of evolution. Taglines: Man's colony on the Moon Edit Did
You Know? Trivia The reason why the Discovery and the pods are powdery white is due to
Kubrick's research of NASA's suggestions that spacecraft in the future would be manufactured
from the non-ferrous properties of advanced ceramics. Goofs Stanley Kubrick considered
shooting the Dawn of man sequence on location in Southern Africa but was unable to due to the
expense and also the likelihood of shooting being disrupted by adverse weather. Rear
projection as well as colour separation overlay blue-screen were considered but not used
because both methods would lack visual quality. Instead with assistance from MGM's special
effects department the crew developed a new front projection system that used 8xinch slides

taken on location in Africa. A high-intensity projector was aligned at a perfect angle from the
camera and used to project the slide through a partially-transparent mirror that simulated
placing the camera and projector in exactly the same place - thus the shadows cast by actors
and set objects on the screen were invisible. However the screen material was only available in
rolls of limited width and there were variations
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in reflectivity between rolls. Tearing the material up into small sections and "collaging" them
together provided the best uniformity but with effort some variation can be seen in places.
Quotes Elena : Oh, we're going home. We have just spent three months calibrating the new
antennae at Tchalinko And what about you? Floyd : I'm just on my way up to Clavius. Crazy
Credits In the UK cinema re-release, the music carries on for minutes after the end of the
credits. Dave asks several times, "Do you read me, HAL? I read you. Hill and Patty S. Was this
review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Q: What happens during the final scene? Q: Why is
autism a keyword in the plot keywords for the movie? Language: English Russian. Runtime:
min min theatrical release min initial release. Color: Color Technicolor Color Metrocolor. Edit
page. Clear your history. Dave Bowman. Frank Poole. Andrei Smyslov. Ralph Halvorsen. Bill
Michaels. HAL voice. Mission Controller voice. Poole's Father. Poole's Mother.

